WHO AM I?

- **SET UP:** Sticker on each back
- **GOAL:** to guess by asking T/F Questions
  
  - Ask up to two T/F questions per person
  - Guess Correctly & Become a FREE AGENT
    - Place stick on your front
  
  - FREE AGENTS can give a to others
Topic: Things We Learn in Health Class

• GOAL: to guess by asking T/F Questions

• Ask up to two T/F questions per person
• Guess Correctly & Become a FREE AGENT
  – Place stick on your front
• FREE AGENTS can give a to others
Card Trick

- DON’T LOOK
- Take a card
- Place it face on your forehead
- Circulate....treat people like their card rank
Sit down if you:

- Skydived
- Driven well over the speed limit
- Ridden a cycle w/o helmet
- Had too much to drink….and gotten behind the wheel?
- Not used your seatbelt
- 4-6 vegetables daily?
- Tanning Bed?
- Smoked?
- Sunscreen?
- Not gotten 7-9 hr sleep?
- Brush and floss daily